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The timing of interresponse intervals*

ALAN M. WING and A. B. KRISTOFFERSON
McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
Analogs of models of duration discrimination are here related to the timing of discrete motor responses. The measure
of interest is the variability in duration of intervals collected in short interval reproduction tasks. For data from a Morse
key-tapping task, it is shown that, taken separately, neither of the models described can completely account for the
relation between the mean and the variance of the interresponse intervals.

Michon (1967) states that explanations to account for
temporal aspects of behavior are similar for time
perception and for timing of discrete responses and
rhythmic performance. If it were the case that response
timing (as manifest in some simple skill such as the
periodic tapping of a Morse key) and time perception do
reflect the operation of one and the same duration
mechanism, then recent theoretical accounts of duration
discrimination (Creelman, 1962; Allan, Kristofferson, &
Wiens, 1971) might have application to response timing.
As a theoretical account of a timekeeping mechanism
underlying the timing by a S of an interval between two
successive responses, consider the following stochastic
wait process. After S has made his first response,
suppose b.e withholds his next response until a given
number, n, of hypothetical, internal events has occurred,
where the delays between successive internal events are
described by a random variable, y, with probability
density function, f(y). The resulting interresponse
interval (I) will be a waiting time given by the sum of the
n event delays (assuming the first response coincides
with the zeroth event). Provided successive interevent
delays are independent, the distribution of waiting
times, fn(1), is given by the convolution,

of the n event delay distributions, so that an increase in
n results in both larger mean, /h, and variance, o~, of
waiting times. Thus, if the Is are drawn at random from
fn(I), for longer intervals (achieved by increasing n), a
linear increasing relation with zero intercept should hold
between the observed mean and variance.
This model is essentially an extension of the account
of two-alternative forced-choice duration discrimination
by Creelman (1962). The experimental procedure
presents two intervals of duration T, (T + AT) on each
trial in random order, and S’s task is to state whether a
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prespecified interval was in first or second position on a
given trial. Creelman assumed a Poisson source of
internal events and suggested that a count is taken of the
number of these events which occur during each interval
to be judged. This is a random variable, and S’s decision
problem is viewed as the determination of the likelihood
ratio of an observed count of events under the count
distributions corresponding to the two alternative
intervals. Two intervals which differ in duration by a
fixed amount, AT, will result, on average, in the same
difference in internal count, whatever their base
duration, T. However, with larger counts, deriving from
longer base durations, there is associated greater
variability. Thus, it is a prediction of Creelman’s model
that performance is inversely related to base duration.
For auditory stimuli in some situations this prediction is
confirmed.
Allan, Kristofferson, and Wiens (1971 ) have ob tained
data for duration discrimination of brief light flashes,
which supports a prediction of no effect of base
duration on performance derived from another model of
the temporal mechanism. They assume that errors in
duration discrimination are the result of variable afferent
delays in the registration of the neural signals marking
interval onset and offset and that the timing mechanism
contributes no variability to the measure on which the
decision of long or short interval is based. Assuming the
distribution of afferent delays is not a function of
interval duration, the decision statistic should depend
only on differences in duration between two alternative
intervals and not on their base duration.
As response timing analog to the afferent delay
model, we consider a model closely related to that of
McGill (1962), in which a deterministic timekeeper
triggers responses, each of which is subject to a random
efferent delay. Di. The interresponse interval is then
given by I = C - D~ + D:, where C is the constant
period of the timekeeper and, if successive efferent
delays are independent and have variance o~, ~r~ = 2o~.
Thus, provided o~ does not depend on the period, o~
will remain constant over changes in ~.
In a procedure used by Treisman (1963). a time
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the two experiments. Plotting the averages over Ss oi"
mean reproduced interval ~ainst the corresponding
estimates of the standard deviations ($I). the shape
the functions is a straight line of slope close to unity.
A procedure used by M~cbon (1967) presented
intervals as the time between very short, loud auditor?.
clicks, and Is were defined bv successive taps of a
telegraph key. Two sequences of 200 intervals each were
taken at each of s~x Ts in the range of :~_-:.~:. msec
under two experimental condmons. -continuation’" and
"synchronization." Synchronlzatmn. required Ss to tap
in phase with T for all 200 intervals In the continuation
mode. Ss were given just 10 advance stinmlus intervals.
with wh’~ch they usually synchromzed within three or
four clicks. Then. without interruption, they made, the
required 200 Is without the clicks. Michon’s data
averaged over Ss IS replotted on the same axes as
Trmsman’s data (Fig. 1). There appears to be little
difference ~n the two functions for continuation and
synchrofiization, each being somewhat curvdinear with
increasi.ng slope. Considerably reduced $I is evidenced in
these seq.uential data compared with .the data from
01(
Treisman.
Bartlett and Bartlet,t (1959) reqmred Ss to attend to a.
000"
sequence of i~s and to strike a response key to coincide
with one of the train of auditory clicks when they were
S~tlsfied that they were "following the rhythm." The S’s
Fig. 1. Standard deviation of reproduced interval averaged
response, terminated the sequence, and the subsequent T
over Ss as a function of mean interval. Data replotted from
Treisman (1963; Tables 2 and 4), Michon (1967; Table 2), and value was selected from a rahge of 125-4.000msec in
(,9,.,.,~ T=o~, 2 and 3).
one and a range of 167-500 msec in the other of the last
two experiments reported. In the former, Ss used finger
or toe response,s and the ~-vs S~ functions deviate from
interval was presented on each trial as the duration of a
line~arity in being concave upward, as can be seen from
continuous auditory stimulus. In his Experiment 2, the averaged data in Fig. 1. However, in this experiment,
following a constant, 2-sec warning interval, the tone two Ss with proven timing skills showed no increase in
came on for a preselected duration (T) in the range of S~ asTincreased.
250-3,000msec. After a randomly select.ed, silent Thus, the experiments as summarized in Fig. 1 do not
interval in the range of 500-2,500 msec, the tone came generally support the prediction of a linear increasing
on again. S was then required to terminate it by relation between #i and ~. In fact, in all cases, except
depressing a’reaction key so that the two tones would one, S~ increases as an accelerating function of
appear to be. of equal duration, in his Experi,ment 4A, ~-, so that both proposed models appear to fail. The only
the procedure was the same except,that S had to tap the result consistent with either model was obtained with
reaction key to initiate as well as to terminate the the "expert" Ss of Bartlett and Bartlett in a task where
second -tone.
the interval to b.e timed was.p.resen.ted repeatedly before
Within each blc~ck of 10~ trials, th£ same ,value of’T S was required to prod_uce it’. For this finding~ the more
was used. The design of Experiment 2 required Ss to appropriate model involves the determimstic timekeeper
estimate durations with and without presentation of T such that the.interval is given by I = A + C + D, .where A
on ill’terns.t6 blocks; Treisman referred’ to these as is a random variable representing the afferent delay,,
methods df re, pr6d~ction arid production, respectively. since Bartlett and. Bartlett’s Ss were in. effect terminating
Fdr ~he four Sg in each of th.e four sessions, all values of a Stl,mulus-initiated. interval
T (250, 500; 1,000,’~nd 3,000 msec) o, ccurred’. Each In this paper, .we describe exper.imental results for
value was used, for bo, th the methods before the.next T highly ~tralned Ss employed in. a paradigm slmdar to
was se~lected. In Experim,ent 4A, the design w,as changed Michon’s continuation task, b.ut.with the value of T held
to ran onls~ two sessions,. With the two methodsin constant over several successive sessions. Since we were
separate~essidias’ ~otir~te.rbalanced’ove) Ss. The value
reluctant to ass:ame that the functional rela:tion between
T f.or each. block, _ was selected in a regular #~ and o~ is contir~uous, the spacing .of, the T
ascending-descending fashion’i’n botfi ExlSer~ments 2 and values is much closer than in the earlier studies reviewed.
4A. The reproduction results are redrawn in l=~g. 1 for We have chosen to examine the function for response

